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Virtual Radiologic to Announce First Quarter 2010
Earnings Results on April 26, 2010
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., April 13, 2010 – Virtual Radiologic Corp. (NASDAQ: VRAD), a leading
global provider of teleradiology services and technology solutions, plans to issue its financial
results for the quarter ended March 31, 2010 on Monday, April 26, 2010, following the close of
the stock market. The company will conduct a conference call and live webcast to discuss these
results at 4:30 p.m. Eastern Time on the same day. The conference call will include prepared
remarks by senior management, followed by a question and answer session.
To access the conference call, dial (866) 362-5158 (United States and Canada), or (617) 597-5397
(outside the United States and Canada), and use passcode 15168404.
The live webcast will be available in the Investor Relations section of Virtual Radiologic’s website at
http://ir.virtualrad.com under “Calendar of Events.” The webcast will be archived shortly after the
call for on-demand replay. In addition, a telephone replay of the conference call will be available
from 7:30 p.m. Eastern Time on Monday, April 26, through midnight on Monday, May 3, 2010. To
access the telephone replay, dial (888) 286-8010 (United States and Canada), or (617) 801-6888
(outside the United States and Canada), and use passcode 71123873.
About Virtual Radiologic

Virtual Radiologic Corporation (vRad) is a national radiology practice working in partnership
with local radiologists and hospitals to optimize radiology’s pivotal role in patient care. vRad’s
more than 140 affiliated radiologists serve 1,170-plus facilities (nearly 20% of U.S. hospitals),
reading 2.7 million studies annually. Delivering unparalleled access to subspecialty expertise,
vRad contributes to improved quality of patient care. And with our next-generation technology,
vRad enhances productivity, helping to lower the overall cost of care while expediting time to
diagnosis and treatment. For more information, visit www.vrad.com.
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